
CONTENT OF THE ENVELOPES 
 
Alexander J. Triantis. Ur shit-for-brains unionized-3rd-tier Dean fratboy Stan Eakins and his crew 
at ECU criminally forced about 18 tenured faculty – of age – to abandon their tenure using 
straight-up lying paperwork and lying students & threats to destroy their health care by firing them. 
Just so he could go "window-shopping" for new faculty that might do more useless research to 
please you fucks at AACSB. Even though all those faculty were hired and tenured many years under 
the earlier mostly-teaching paradigm. Each one, career & life & years of paychecks destroyed, 
thrown out to rot on the streets after a lifetime of service to institution. So I am sure you won't 
mind if some of his OTHER dumb-ass unionized third-tier dean&administrator fratboy brothers 
pay the price for HIS crimes, right? Fuck your bullshit dysfunctional tyranny destroying business 
schools with your eternal 5% exclusivity lie & ur AQPQ bullshit chasing crappy publications that say 
nothing useful and that nobody reads. 2 million papers published every year worldwide and what 
good is it all doing, almost all of it, not a damn thing. While crippling a generation of students badly 
in need of effective learning & destroying a generation of faculty. Get ur garbage union of stupid 
overlord Deans back in the barn or u will get more of this from others to be sure. U U U and your 
dysfunctional micromanaging control-freak accreditation machine DESTROY business schools and 
their faculties. And speaking of accreditation, where is UR accreditation??? UR accreditation body -- 
CHEA – revoked YOUR accreditation because of YOUR opaque sneaky-shit corrupt operations. 
And they never kick out anybody, so your shit really really stinks. You fuck. Keep screwing over 
faculty, keep sowing the wind, and keep reaping the whirlwind. Kapeesh? 
 
Lori Verstegen Ryan. U arrogant preppie-rich spoiled-ass smartmouth SCOLD, you post 
Incomplete on me 160IQ UGA PHD student in seminar, just to make him beg u for the grade, just 
to show you swing bigger dick than high intelligence, just for your own shits and giggles, eh? You 
say why you post Incomplete is because … then you repeat what you accidently overhear what 
160IQ say about what a good seminar paper is … and say he has not done that. Make him write you 
another huge paper to remove Incomplete. Show all the other PhD students you bigger than smart. 
But some of them don't like what you did, rat you out. Say to 160IQ that YOU say he is smart but 
you gonna show him that YOU don't care. Meanwhile U PLAY LICKY-LICKY WITH THE HOT 
FEMALE STUPID PHD STUDENT IN SAME CLASS AND POST HER AN A GRADE. So 
stupid she comes to class with copies of paper to seminar discuss and she don't even know that 
copies are missing ten pages each. Stupid did not even read paper enough to know that big hunk of 
paper is entirely missing. Why should she bother to read paper when she goin' down on you for a 
sure A? U amoral ego-blown witch. You thought you gonna be big-time star-power at UGA but 
they kick u out no tenure goodbye hit-the-road and u end up as faculty at a massively-large Cali 
diploma mill for party-at-the-beach dummies. Now you know you are a big fat arrogant NOBODY. 
You where you belong, turd. Kapeesh? 
 
Shanan Gibson. U just a smart-mouth do-nothing caustic spoiled rich-brat-kid MORON CUNT. U 
just bully beat-down everybody or flirt your skirt to get ahead, to get Harris to write all your papers. 
Youjusta crap psychology degree never-have-a-real-job. When you get tenure you laugh to everyone 
you got it by jerking the men around by flashing your tits. Arrogant twat beat me down Dr.160IQ 
top business degrees successful businessman with your smart lip more than once.  One time you say 
you must have more Beta Gamma Sigma students accepted but also you want acceptance standards 
increase. Whatta fuckin moron. I tell you you can't do both at the same time, you cannot have more 
and have less at the same time. And what does your idiot brain say? "I don't want to hear the labor 
pains just deliver the damn baby." U just a lazy no-talent no-brain think-u-entitled SCOLD. Yeah u a 



SCOLD. You only get into administration at ECU by fucking&sucking 2 corrupt Deans then play 
hatchet-bitch for them. Look good at who you are now. Texas school start to tar and feather u as 
soon as u arrive as Dean. Because word was out on u before u get to Texas, that you nothing but a 
SHREW cunt piece of shit so you get the blackball you earned as soon as you hit the ground there. 
You get there in the fall, you get kicked in the crotch on day-one and so you looking for job in the 
spring. Interview at shitty-school St. Mary's California that runs on temporary faculty and fumes. 
Shit school for you because you aint' shit. No more AACSB schools for u u sassy SHREW cunt. 
Then husband have to hook u up with this Florida dean job to save ur worthless ass. Sooner or later 
the airplane school faculty will be sick of your sass-mouth, know-nothing, do-nothing arrogant bully 
routine and soon enough, even though they are weak-spined, they will find a way to drive you out. 
Then you be for the streets for good, no more career, and into the sewers where you belong. 
Kapeesh? 
 
Stephen F. Olejnik. Thirty years ago and I never forget dirty screw-down job I get from you in 
your whatta-shit-show ed pysch stat classes. Me 160IQ already with UG degree in Statistics. Some 
masters classes in stats also. Mathematical notation in your lecture notes change from one page to 
next. So no one of smarts can study from them. Notation changes bc u have buncha different GAs 
write them for you over number of years. GAs don't know how to write notes well but do what they 
told or no PHD for them. You think notes are for book you publish someday off backs of those 
students. I ask sharp questions in class to be sure I do well … and you can't answer them, apologize 
to class, I would never ask anything like THAT. Then you slam-down my test grades, teach me real 
good to shut up, make sure everyone think I am stupid to CYA. Airhead girl next to me get much 
higher grades on test and after test I say what did you do for question 14, she giggles and says oh I 
dunno. Bc she don't know what the hell she did. Bc ur after classes over I find out you use same 
exact test every term just change some numbers. So everyone on inside-track knowing this is just 
memorizing steps from stolen copies of your old tests but they don't actually know nothing at all. 
But I know plenty and trying to learn … and you slam me down. I spend hour bus ride 2 come to ur 
office hours you say come back with appointment. Nobody expects office hour appointment unless 
stated. An appointment, another hour of buses. I bring five stat books I study along for your class, 
all say something else than what you say when you mark me wrong on test, I say what gives, u say 
'that's what you deserve for studying other texts.' U say that cause you don't KNOW why - you little 
weasel. Since you publish like a zillion times I guess I am supposed to think you are something more 
than a dirty little double-dealing Marxist weasel. But you aren't. Well now you are retired, what did 
you waste your life on, not learning or teaching or students, just satisfying your own overblown ego. 
Enjoy your retirement. Kapeesh? 
 
Malorie Yeaman. U wreck career and life of genius Dr.160IQ & ethical professor, praised by 
several thousand of ECU students, with your pile of paperwork LIES. Destroy life bc schools don't 
hire old professors unless buddy system. Thrown to the street after lifetime of good work, tenure 
earned, the last ten years of work and pay before PLANNED retirement stolen. U help a criminal 
amoral Dean (who pumped those LIES into the brain of an emotionally-damaged student). Dean 
say to Dr160IQ he going to get your office to fuck Dr160IQ up THREE MONTHS before you 
issue paperwork. TWO months before you say issue came to your desk. Because he spent those 
months pumping lies into gullible student. When he say that three months before u started up, 
Dr160IQ go to your boss and asked what was going on, why was dean saying this, she says no 
nothing going on, no investigation, don't know why Dean say this. Dean was seeking revenge 
because year before he tried to force DR.160IQ to abandon tenure and due process stopped him. 



He wants to fuck up old professors so he can find new young professors. Once banged on table in 
front of department chairs said "Fuck tenure, I am going to fire some people."  
 
Student only came to class four times first month of class. Many students noticed odd behavior of 
emotionally-damaged student while she was in class, asking strange questions and endlessly rambling 
on in front of class. But you don't care about any of that. You gonna be a big dick lawyer and dig 
into this shit deep, prove you a big ball buster. Going to interview bunches of students from class. 
Ask them loaded questions that will destroy reputation of Dr160IQ on grapevine … even after they 
gonna tell you what gullible student said is all bullshit and she was behaving crazy. Same Dean 
destroyed EIGHTEEN tenured faculty -- of age -- good people that he don't like wanna go 
shopping for new young faculty. U supposed to PROTECT faculty from discrimination on age. And 
you were told what he was doing, but you don't do nothing. You don't give a shit. You know they 
are LIES but you do dirty work for dirty admin because it helps your own career. Then u bolt to 
VCU to get away from all your dirty work at ECU. U nothing but a self-serving arrogant lying 
numbskull with for-shit average regional JD degree and no moral compass whatsoever. Someday 
God will see you choke on your own dumb-ass pronouns. Kapeesh? 
 
Dr. Johnathan Nelson. You run national advertisements say u need instructor of management. 
Then you ignore all the highly qualified faculty from across the country. Dr160IQ apply, he would 
vastly benefit ur students. Just slap the rest of the industry's faculty across the face, yeah that will 
attract interest of good faculty in the future when word get around. U would be damn lucky any of 
them would even come to your lil nowhere hillbilly crack-town hellhole. Instead instructor JOB IS 
MADE for your main street real estate agent BUDDY with decades-old MBA from guess-where 
your own school, your own faculty, and almost no classroom experience and no PhD either. Why 
you advertise nationally waste time of talented faculty if you just gonna hire a local shit-kicker. Huh? 
BUDDY SYSTEM, NO MERIT, BUDDY, BUDDY, BUDDY. No wonder quality of instruction 
in the toilet half the faculty. U hire BUDDY, NOT MERIT. Good person, talented person, good 
for students, good for school, cannot get hired unless he play BUDDY SUCK-COCK to get job. U 
just a corrupt lil pile of dumb-ass amoral backwoods fifth-tier hillbillies. Next time try something 
refreshing, hiring on merit. Kapeesh? 
 
Kelly McNamara, PhD. At UGA as PhD student you whore yourself out to tip-top MIS 
professors Alan Dennis and Hugh Watson and u think that makes u big success phd student, big 
lead on Dennis research project, makes u 24 years old nobody cunt the boss of me 160IQ TopMBA 
15 years of management experience phd student also on research project. U fuck ur sugardaddy 
Dennis and do no work, while me & Nolan Taylor, we do ALL the fuckin' grunt work. We had to 
carry a fuckin' 250 pound concrete file cabinet up to second floor to store camera & materials, wtf. 
Where were u? Suckin Dennis cock that's where. Then u break into my office to snoop if my work 
on the project suit U? And u slap ME lip? U gonna 'report me' to Dennis. What did you here me say 
about that, eh? I call you the whore you are, every filthy word u deserved. I give mouth right back 2 
u 20x u worthless cunt. Run lie to Dennis u cunt, I take a beating from him, top professor, but I 
don't ever won't ever take an ounce of shit from U! Then u run to ur sugardaddy Dennis professor 
get me thrown off research paper. All my grunt work, pull my back lifting concrete file cabinet. For 
what, nothing, my labor all stolen by u u SCOLD. Well fuck u so what I got 20 year steady faculty 
job and EARNED tenure -- meanwhile how did trying to build a career off whoring out for you? 
Run off VaTech after ur first year there. Know why? Because after ur UGA whoring you leave UGA 
so they take ur pussy for ur funding and degree then you graduate and leave, they done with u. But 
when u show up for job at VaTech and start ur whoring-for-research game, trying to get tenure to 



stay VaTech forever but do nothing, they say right away fuck off, whoring don't get u tenure at 
VaTech. Pack up be gone by Year 1 come May u slut. They already know about ur UGA whoring 
from grapevine they just take you off UGA back to help UGA get rid of u then VaTech kick u to 
curb, u belong to the streets. Then another former UGA PhD student takes pity on u find u a job at 
UCF. Again U starting trying to whore for exchange to get name gifted on research. And guess 
what? U get run off UCF. And yet more run off from other universities after that. Then with no 
place left to go, u do national conference 2-day shackup with sugardaddy Dennis. U the gossip of 
everyone at conference, hell even I heard about it and I am not MIS, making u known across 
academic America as the biggest PhD whore in all of MIS. Then sugardaddy Dennis make you a 
teaching-only job but he get sick of ur shit wanting ur name on HIS research and demanding he fix 
up permanent tenure-track job for you. So he tired of ur side-piece drama. He can get side-piece 
anywhere any slut younger than u. So he dump u and no more job at Indiana. Then u run off from 
Mississippi State after that. Now u too old to keep whoring and u got only this a teaching only job at 
Chattanooga. And when they get wise, fed up, ur do-nothing cunt-craft they gonna dump ur ass too. 
Get ready for workin' at Starbucks, bitch. Old, ugly, alone, cats & box wine for u u conniving bitch. 
What u deserve. All the emotional financial suffering I went through to finish that PhD program me 
with my 160IQ – and u just fucked and blowjobed ur way thru entire PhD earning degree, u fuckin' 
cunt. If u wanted 2 make lotsa money whoring u shoulda just got a job at a brothel. Where u 
belonged. Kapeesh? 
 
Frederick D. Niswander. Good professors at top schools teach from their mind, lecture, lecture 
notes. Only dumbasses instruct by reading off textbook pages and slides. But you write letter to  
Dr.160IQ, rated best professor ever by students for twenty years, you tell him read from textbook or 
you fuck-up his 5-star teaching scores and his pay raises. National academic lawyer say letter is illegal 
as shit, violates academic freedom. So that makes u a dumbass for even writing & signing it. 
DR160IQ, all his undergraduate professors all his graduate professors THEY don't read from 
textbook. Hell all Dr160IQ master's professors give out to students a big binder filled with their 
own lecture notes their own examples and their own practice problems. DR160IQ masters' 
ACCOUNTING professor bring THREE binders to class, one lecture notes, one problems, one 
solution, textbook never used once all semester. Textbooks are just for supplement explanation or 
source for homework problems. OR THEY ARE FOR PROFESSORS SO STUPID THEY DO 
NOT GRIP THE INTELLECTUAL CONTENT OF THEIR OWN SUBJECT MATTER, are 
not prepared or capable for class, so they have to use textbook and provided PowerPoint slides to 
present their subject matter. DR160IQ teach same course same way 20+ times at doctoral 
institution. Doctoral professors very pleased with this classroom management and performance. 
They smart and they pleased, but you mad, so you know what that means? It means you stupid. U 
little dick u only want that because you want to boss stupid professors u criminal bully 
shit-for-brains. Behind your back all cob faculty hated you. U pompous arrogant self-centered 
asshole & bully. No respect for faculty or tenure, order shit down like a little Hitler. You wanna put 
a buncha 'innovative' shit on your vita so you can look for biggie big-dick job up-ladder. Most of 
your ideas like student punchcard of career shit tasks to somehow be monitored & enforced by 
professors, no other school in America do any of that shit, it all got dropped after you get your 
fuckin' promotion. Finally EC U university force you out of ur big-time position. AND no other 
university ever want you for provost or president or any other big-dick position. Ur arrogance find 
out, you fat fuck goatee nobody. All of it proves you really justa fuck-up. So look back on what was 
ur life & career? What was your positive impact on humanity? Absolutely nothing. Really u nobody. 
Made everything you touch worse. Forgotten by students, despised by your peers, kicked to the curb 



like you should be, a life without contribution or improvement. Enjoy your retirement and your 
fuckin' ham radio. Kapeesh? 
 
Ben Cannon. Maybe u people can clean-up corrupt faculty dumbfuckery at Eastern Oregon 
University. Advertise job for professor to teach business subject. Way below average pay in the 
middle of nowhere. But lucky for them experienced professor eye with 160IQ applies has taught the 
course almost 200 times stellar evaluations already tenured at large university top-tier MBA top-50 
PhD already with more research than their entire faculty has ever done. Never hear back so call after 
four months so Dr160IQ reach out and find out that HE IS ONLY PERSON TO APPLY FOR 
THE JOB. And they have decided to repost the job a second time, they want to have more choices. 
What the fuck? Dr160IQ not good enough? So Dr160IQ apply SECOND time. Second round, now 
Dr160IQ get a pretend interview on phone, led by sort-of-chair LAURA THE SOW-HOG who 
has faculty read questions out of HR manual. Then 160IQ gets no questions, times-up, goodbye. 
This is bull-shit, not the way a good school interviews. This is SOW-HOG trying to find legal cover 
for rejecting highly qualified applicant. Why? Well LAURA THE SOW-HOG is telling Dr160IQ to 
fuck off because she don't wanna hire talent, merit, she wants to hire somebody small, somebody 
even more unaccomplished than she THE SOW-HOG is. So she can stay the big boss 
unchallenged. Even better if somebody who is less unaccomplished and also BUDDY. Conference 
buddy, research buddy, schoolmate buddy, alumni buddy, former student buddy. BUDDY, 
BUDDY, BUDDY. Somebody who looks like them, someone who is more of a nobody like them, 
somebody who is little. Not somebody with HIGH qualifications, but somebody LESS qualified so 
SOW-HOG and colleagues can stay overlords until their retirement. Fuck merit, all bout buddy, all 
bout cycle of less, less, less. Yeah that is sure eternal cycle of downhill shitpath to making things 
worse for school and it students. At phony interview goodbye SOW-HOG say we reach out to you 
in 7-10 days. More unprofessional bullshit, Dr160IQ was ghosted for three months. Dr160IQ reach 
out again, to LAURA THE SOW-HOG, to Dean, to Dean's assistant, to HR, everybody, good 
afternoon status update please. Not a fucking word from anyone for six weeks. Silence is because 
everyone hiding because they illegally reject highly qualified applicant, ONLY APPLICANT, for no 
good reason other than taking care of their own mediocrity. Then a rejection message from 
No-Reply HR, says they found someone else. WHEN IN FACT THAT IS ALSO BULLSHIT the 
job had just been advertised a THIRD TIME! Let Dr160IQ tell you fuckin' something, a school that 
has to advertise three times over span of three years to find someone well that means the SCHOOL 
IS THE FUCK-UP, the shortcoming, too fucked up to know how to properly search select and hire. 
And how SOW-HOG get away with all that because university top leadership is weak. And it shows. 
U got EOU TWO university presidents, neither of which hold a PhD. But both ALUMNI 
BUDDIES of EOU, surprise, surprise, more ingrown nepotistic dumbfuckery. Dr160IQ ain't never 
seen co-university presidents anywhere anytime in his career. When responsibility is divided 
NOBODY is responsible. See this nowhere else bc nobody else does fucked-up stupid shit like that. 
Except at ur goin' down-the-toilet institution riding the buddy-up pony deep down into the sewie 
hole, I guess. Not Greater Idaho, but Lesser Oregon. Kapeesh? 
 
Alapaki Nahale-a. To Alapaki Nahale-a Regent, University of Hawaii System. U HAWAII HILO 
UTTERLY CORRUPT DUMBFUCKERY UP ALL THE WAY DOWN THE LINE. Why U 
Provosts let Hawaii System school get this way?  UHH run national advert, need CoB professor. 
Dr.160IQ apply, teach that subject successfully 150 times in career, with already research, wants to 
help raise up, serve, ur indigenous students into better life. But Dr.160IQ don't suit corrupt CoB 
tyrant Shit4Brains TODD INOUYE he don't want any of that, only wants somebody whose balls 
he can twist or pussy he can lick. In fact nobody suit Shit4Brains TODD INOUYE so he hire 



nobody and re-run job next year. Dr.160IQ applies again, ignored again. Nobody hired again. 
Dr.160IQ email business school AND HR department for update. Emails ignored. But TODD 
INOUYE reply, say well they still thinking about it. Meanwhile job advertisement run again FOR 
THIRD YEAR. But for doing such a good job, Shit4Brains TODD INOUYE gets promotions 
and titles from Provost, INOUYE go from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor to 
Department Chair to Dean CoB, all in the very same two years. He must licky Provost real good. 
Well at least TODD INOUYE did use his power to create part-time online teaching job for HIS 
SIDE-PUSSY-PIECE from last school he worked at back East. No advertisement for the job of 
Dean by the way, so no chance CoB will find a REAL Dean who could REALLY run a CoB. UHH 
Provost just pick and choose and hand out title of Dean to her SUCKUP TOOD INOUYE. No 
advertisement, totally illegal. But whadda expect from UHH Provost since UHH Chancellor 
browbeat and fear-mongered UHH Provost Hiring Committee into hiring as Provost HER OWN 
UNQUALIFIED LICKY-LICKY-PUSSY-FUCK-BUDDY KRIS RONEY from the last little 
school SHE worked at in California. So entire academic nation sees university UHH is a 
dysfunctional corrupt fuck-happy shitshow. So UHH get word-of-mouth blackball and all u get 
down the road is more stupid & corrupt faculty. u let these selfserving incompetent scumbags steal 
the future from those deserving indigenous students. FUCK THEM THEIVES AND FUCK U 
REGENTS TOO IF YOU DON'T CLEAN HILO HOUSE FOR THE GOOD OF THE 
PEOPLE. Kapeesh? 
 
Neal Smatresk. Ur school justa big bureaucracy fuckup even students say so all over online. U run 
national advert you need business lecturer. Then you just hire ur own adjunct who been teaching 
same class for like ten years. It's no problem that u wanna give good proven adjunct a promotion to 
FT teach same class. But why u give hire process to ur stupid no-PhD lecturer STEVE JOINER 
and then he advertise national instead just run in major local newspaper? Why ur stupid no-PhD 
lecturer STEVE JOINER waste good national faculty time with phony-shit search and fake-ass 
zoom interviews and generic advert job description that mislead good faculty everywhere about what 
experience u actually want huh? Why don't ur stupid no-PhD lecturer STEVE JOINER write job 
description specific & true, say must have lotsa experience teaching that adjuncts specific class and 
using that software, huh? Then only few qualified faculty apply that fit the bill. Why not, because ur 
fuckup ur stupid no-PhD lecturer STEVE JOINER don't know how to conduct a proper search. 
Shit4Brains STEVE JOINER say get back 2 all candidates in week, then fuckin crickets. U think 
that make ur school look professional or look likea packa screwups, huh? Why ur HR dept don't 
even send out automated 'search closed hire made' email to everyone else? Bc ur buddy-hire fuckups 
in HR too stupid to ever close the search. I call and search committee say they sent rejection email. 
Lying lazy fucks, no email. They say they 'found someone with lots of industry experience' 
Bullshitter don't think I figure out this was inside job. They never ask me about my industry 
experience, just irrelevant crap Interview-101 questions they get out of HR intro textbook 
somewhere. They dont ask, they lie into my face the whole time interview bc know they gonna hire 
their own adjunct. This kinda dysfunctional shit proves ur school is corrupt bureaucratic fuckup to 
entire academic faculty nation & so that shit get you word-of-mouth grapevine blackball. So down 
the road not any good faculty will work for dysfunctional corrupt u. Fuck good faculty everywhere 
in the industry waste their time? And fuck me and my wasted time researching this job too? Well just 
suck on this big bag of fuck u 2 waste YOUR goddamn time for a change. UNLV RIGHT TO 
RUN UR BIG-TALK DO-NOTHING ASS OUTA VEGAS. Why don't u just get off ur 
politician's throne and retire u incompetent Marxist geezer. Kapeesh? 
 



Scott Shook. U Trustee or u a spineless shit? If U Trustee then eye trust you will take care of this. 
PROFESSOR DARTH VADER ZEMANEK: Flies to Thailand on breaks HAVING SEX 
WITH CHILDREN & everyone knows it. A felony in the US even when committed abroad! Uses 
office computer to watch illegal kiddy porn. Also once charged with FELONY WIFE-BEATING, 
the BRIDE HE PURCHASED IN THAILAND, then pled down to misdemeanor because 
felony=moral turpitude and he might get fired for it. Has MASSIVELY DISRUPTED OR 
BLOCKED ALMOST EVERY TENURE / PROMOTION DECISION he has been 
involved in for the last 20 years pulling all sorts of illegal and unethical shit -- unless he owns & 
operates the candidate as part of his never-ending empire-building campaign. Five years of signed 
positive tenure progress letters -- then the week before the vote Zemanek starts pullin' his shit and 
everybody runs scared. Dozens of excellent faculty he blocked, run off, caused to move to other 
schools. Often appears on campus while using various types of altering drugs he buys in Thailand, 
one that turns his skin fuckin' orange. Don't believe it? Ask ex-Dean Ernie Uhr, Zemanek was a 
destructive pain-in-the-ass even back when Uhr was the Dean 20 years ago. Don't believe it? Check 
with Rich Gooner down at UGA, ask him what DIRTY shit Zemanek pulled to steal HIS tenure bid 
and run him out of town on a rail. Or ask Dr. Bev Wright what Zemanek do destroy her valid tenure 
bid, had to skip no notice run to Georgia to find other jobs. All this criminal behavior, all these 
victims, all this damage to the University, yet Zemanek endlessly heads all the hiring, tenure and 
promotion committees -- and has the cozy office with the corner windows. IS ALL THAT 
STEAMING ZEMANEK SHIT OK WITH YOU FOR ECU?  
 
THEN THERE IS SHIT4BRAINS XDEAN EAKINS: Illegally persecuted 18 tenured faculty 
members of age and forced them to leave so he could go shopping for new faculty, maybe get more 
research. Stole millions of future salary from them, kicked them to the street like dogs after lifetime 
of dutiful service, hired years ago under mostly-teaching paradigm, no left with no career, no 
paychecks, no future. The result is CoB is now nationally blackballed by faculty word-of-mouth bc 
no PhD takes a job where the work done for tenure is worthless. So guess what hard-to-find good 
faculty for a damn long time thanks to ur Klan-goober idiot Eakins. PROFESSOR PSYCHO 
DELLANA. Has spent nearly 20 years in CoB administrative positions while all the time dosing 
anti-psychotic meds to suppress his Asperger's schizophrenia or whatever mental illness it is he has 
that caused him to endlessly torture the entire faculty with his compulsive rigid Excel-worksheet 
micro-analysis of his every decision. (One of his kids is an introvert psycho also.) Zero people skills. 
Believes his every conclusion is perfectly optimized, and is above that of other mere mortals, when 
they lack all basis of common sense. Also lays-up like a $2 whore with every Zemanek scheme. Even 
now kicked-back-down Dellana will continue to constantly politically torque trying to make a 
comeback as  the CoB Dean of Perfect Decisions that he believes himself to be. Another fuck-up 
that ECU don't need. U TRUSTEES OF THIS SCHOOL OR NOT? WANT A BETTER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL? THEN WHY DON'T U GROW SOME BALLS AND TAKE OUT 
THE TRASH. Kapeesh? 
 
Leslie K. Wilson. When you still justa faculty you stop new temporary faculty 160 IQ top degrees 
top student evals at your school, stop him in hall and demand he take off his necktie because u 
gonna be the boss babe bitch-queen and u gonna make sure all male faculty department know to 
kneel down to you. Neckties gotta go bc your ego-pinhead-brain sees neckties as sign of 'male 
patriarchy.' Then when he don't do it you make sure he gotta leave not stay not permanent. You 
bully other male faculty too I know. I HEAR. I overhear u bully tenured Sashi Kaparthi in late 
Spring, he has one month to turn in annual performance and you drift into his office and say "I say 
you need one more research paper for this year's performance … and be sure to put my name on it." 



Where was he supposed to pull that paper in a month, outa his ass? And u bully-up a free ride? How 
bout u do your damn work cunt. You're a real piece of shit you are. You put in for assistant dean job 
then you buy it with a million dollar donation from your family. Then you mark time until Dean step 
down and you slide up. All your faculty talked behind your back whatta tyrant dead-weight 
terrorizing cunt u are while I was there. And look at you now, u the only one still there from when 
you first became assistant dean, everyone else gone, retired. But not you, you still squattin' on your 
do-nothing throne, ur face all shriveled-up like a hag put up wet, u freeloading hanger-on. You just 
an arrogant do-nothing ego-blown SCOLD SHREW. I hope someday FBI look into what you did 
to cripple your husband who was once successful manager at John Deere so you could make him 
your houseboy gopher prisoner. What was your positive impact on humanity? Nothing, you just 
spend ur life to serve yourself, zero moral compass, accomplish nothing. When you retire and you 
are forgotten, how will your empty life, no purpose but to shit on everyone, how will you feel then 
Granny Weatherall? You justa do-nothing arrogant man-hating cunt who thinks she is entitled to 
rule a roost. Kapeesh? 
 
Richard T. Watson. Thirty years ago I now DrIQ160 never forget dirty screw-down job get from 
you in your whatta-shit-show SQL class. The SQL code in your textbook did not run, had coding 
errors. That because you force graduate students to write your textbooks for u, to write your 
research papers for u, all doctoral student complain u thief tyrant behind ur back -- and u even too 
lazy to check their work. So bad SQL code in textbook. Then when 160IQ ethical and hard-working 
doctoral student comes to your office to tell you so you can fix it you get pissy and insulted, nothing 
wrong with 'your' work, tell me 2 get out. In class 160IQ contributes insightful statements about 
how to real-world organize SQL code based on past real-work experience writing queries, students 
impressed, even more than with what u say. Like Rodney Dangerfield in 'Back To School' one-ups 
the business professor. So u do damn dirty to get even. U another day send 160IQ out of room on 
silly errand then put answer on board to huge difficult SQL problem that will be on midterm -- the 
answer U will consider correct (like there is no other) -- tell them to memorize answer for midterm. 
Then on midterm, 160IQ who does not already have the answer, you grade him down hard, 
LOWEST IN CLASS. Even tho IQ160 is only student in room with any amount of actual computer 
coding and query experience. Stupid MBA student who sit next to 160IQ who once had to ask 
IQ160 for help how to copy a computer file from hard drive to 3.5": floppy -- and cannot explain 
their own midterm answer -- gets grade thirty points higher. THEN you post grades illegal so that 
students can see who made what, to try to make 160IQ look stupid to everyone. But not every 
student a dirty outback dingo scumbag like you, some rat you out to 160IQ. 160IQ confront u 
outside class about illegal grade reveal and u just say 'whoops, sorry.' You justa POS arrogant 
fuck-wad who career was about pile up self-serve titles & honors off backs of the grad students u 
victimize. Then in 2017 you say 'choose your own grade students' only so that you don't have to 
listen to their shit-complaining that ur teaching sucks and your grading is corrupt. You got put down 
quick on that one by higher-ups now didn't you mr big-fuck Regents Rex Fuqua shit. And you 
became joke professor in news media all over the world. Well now you fuckin' old & useless piece 
of shit and all the faculty wanted was to push you out. And u gone, finally at 74 years old, you geezer 
milker hanger-on. Now who are u alone in your house, who comes around now to see you swing 
your big-dick & lick ur asshole? No-fuckin'-body. Zero positive impact on humanity. Big fat nobody 
who spent entire life collecting ego-filling titles, beating students down. What lousy life choices u 
make, ur goal to fill ego with worthless honors & shit to say you big-shit. A life devoid or any real 
contribution or improvement. When u die it will be just like the jilting of granny weatherall. 
Unwanted and all but forgotten. But IQ160 did not forget u, not for 30 years, u arrogant odorous 
pile of Aussie dingo-shit. Kapeesh? 



 
Judy A. Siguaw. U think ur shit don't stink, but really u very stupid and incompetent. Most of ur 
career u justa huge evil fuckup. You haven't hit a big paper since before this century began. U 
tenured PITA in Ithaca so they bait u away as Dean 2 to the project that faculty actually wants to 
fail, don’t wanna fuck with, a branch in Singapore. And indeed u fuckd that up, so u can't found a 
college much less run one. But now u can't go back to Ithaca, they rid of u like they wanted. AFTER 
CORNELL NO SCHOOL IN AMERICA WANTS YOU, WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU, 
YOU PSYCHO BITCH CUNT. Then U get lucky ECU fucks up and hires u. So U run away to 
ECU right b4 Singapore implodes, to be Dean of College of Ecology. U fuck that up too. U get ur 
rocks off on illegally micromanaging faculty with your stupidity wrong ideas. So entire college faculty 
vote to disband entire college of ecology -- just to get away from your fuckup sociopath psycho ass. 
Talk of the entire campus. You think any faculty who hasn't been to Ivy school or been Dean like u 
is worthless gutter trash. Cuz you have psychopathic superiority complex mental problem. Entire 
university faculty talk about you being big problem, u stupid, but u get off destroying faculty. U evil 
bitch. How is THAT any good for a university u stupid cunt? Then u chair department in College of 
Business. U kick-in with criminal Dean to persecute and force out EIGHTEEN tenured faculty 
members of age - including me 160IQ with best teaching evals in town - using phony paperwork, 
lying students, harassment, stole millions of future salary from them, kicked them to the street like 
dogs after lifetimes of service doing exactly what the institution wanted until u and criminal Dean 
wanted something else, they all left with no career, no future. Plus now CoB is nationally blackballed 
by faculty word-of-mouth bc no good PhD takes a job where the work for tenure is worthless. So 
guess what the other good younger faculty bailed and no more good faculty come to CoB for a 
damn long time. Thanks to ur stupid ego-psycho ass a THIRD College imploded. Then u get Dean's 
little doggy biscuit for that, somekinda associate dean job. And u fuck THAT up and so you 
demoted back to faculty. So what does ur 20-year history as administrator prove? That you could 
even fuckup running a coffee maker. U stupid, amoral, incompetent, got straight-up psycho 
sociopath problem. And now, back to just professor, u can't even figure out how to get good 
teaching evals out of Intro Marketing class and u piggyback on papers to get ur research clicks. So 
what has been your positive impact on humanity but a lifetime string of destructive failures? Best 
thing for everyone, just go emeritus, get some therapy and psycho meds for ur sociopathy then go 
sit in a rockin chair down at the beach until ur skin rot away in the salt air. U scold. U shrew. U cunt. 
Kapeesh? 
 
Scott A. Dellana. Here's the big FUCK U that u earned over the 17 years u constantly victimized 
and targeted me and abused me, u evil psycho-medicated weasel. U just damn fuckin lucky I had the 
decency to leave town instead of coming to your house to settle up our business. Ur schizo illness 
that caused you to psycho-obsess judging me and fucking me over startin' the semester I arrived and 
you never let up for 17 fuckin years. U just a sick and evil little Asperger's fuck. Constantly say my 
research papers no good … while half the building pubishes toilet paper and U OK with that. U run 
to Eakins and stir him up against me creating the huge shit-show due process hearing. The biggest 
professors on campus there told you you fuckin' wrong and stupid and u still argued with them, your 
psycho-mind says I analyzed it I am always right. Every fuckin year you ignored my 5-star teaching 
evals, shot some shitspew and dicked my eval down 4 or often a 3 just to fuck me over and to steal 
my raise money from the pool and give it to ur scumbag criminal-buddies like 
THAI-PEDO-FUCKER FELONY WIFE-BEATER ZEMANEK and idiot Kros who spend ten 
years trying to publish textbook riddled with errors on every page that 110% FAILED in the 
marketplace. Years when state NC say no raises you give me no raises but you use slush fund money 
embezzled from other sources under the table to funnel raises to ur fuckin' Klan-goober crew like 



Kros & Zemanek. You even dick me up make me pay for my own business cards u fuckin' thief. 
Then research. You try to dick-up every piece of research I publish. I even publish in same journal 
as others, even same journal as once-Provost but u and ur evil crew say journal no good even when 
others publish in same journal for full credit. Same forked-tongue two-way-standard dog shit u 
dump on Dr. Keller until his lawyer fuck u all up for it. U think ur research make you research god, 
1 shitty article in B journal u get using ur connections, the rest all generic C pulp like everyone else. 
Shove those few feathers up your ass and u think ur a research peacock. When any faculty get REAL 
top-tier A journal publish they bug out to another school ASAP to get away from u idiot fuckups. 
Then top all that you start pissing on me, on over a dozen other tenured actually doin' their damn 
jobs, with endless lies and fear, force them to abandon the tenure they spend a lifetime earnin' 
Kicked to the street, never another school/job, no paychecks for years they were due. What to make 
school look perfectly-organized in UR own mind, to please criminal dean so u can shoot for a 
promotion. U piece of dog shit. So now look, 25 years in, who are you? Well u dept boss first time 
and u fuckup so Niswander dump ur ass. U dept boss second time and you have nervous 
breakdown when you get caught in all your psycho corrupt bullshit and best faculty at university tell 
u u just fuckin' crazy and wrong and u think THEY don't understand ur right. So ur crew makes U 
associate dean loyalty, place to hide from faculty and lick ur mental wounds. Then as soon as ur 
crew lose power ur ass dumped again. Even now u think you planning how u become dean someday 
but ur time is over. Everyone in building knows u are crazy weasel who cannot be trusted. Soon 
enough YOU will get screw-down to steal ur tenure just like screw-down u did to all 18 of us. U 
fuck. A lifetime, what ur benefit to humanity, to organization, what build the minds of next 
generation? Not a fuckin' thing, just all about u trying to weasel ur psycho-medicated ass up through 
bureaucracy shittin on everyone else you think is not Asperger's-perfect like u. U a fuckin disgrace to 
the decency of the human race. Go emeritus and disappear and double-up on your psycho meds. 
Kapeesh? 
 
James E. Zemanek. U are nothing but an evil Thai-child-fucker wife-beater piece of shit constantly 
aiming to destroy any decent person who is not in your political back pocket. Many faculty called u 
out in conversations as straight-up EVIL over the years I hear it many times. The ECU CoB is not a 
tenth of what it could have been had you never been hired there. U dropped your corrupt stink into 
the minds of an entire generation of students. You MASSIVELY DISRUPTED OR BLOCKED 
ALMOST EVERY TENURE/PROMOTION DECISION you have been involved in for the last 
30 years pulling all sorts of dirty illegal and unethical shit -- unless you own & operate the candidate 
as part of your never-ending empire-building campaign. Faculty who will be down and dirty like u. U 
the MASTERMIND SATAN WHO STIRRED UP IDIOT EAKINS to violate the tenure of over a 
dozen faculty members who were GOOD people, doing their job, out on the street, robbed of 
millions of dollars of paychecks until proper retirement, no other job, futures ruined. Just so u and 
your Klan-goober krewe can expand your empire of evil. What part of you qualifies you to be ethical 
judge and jury? The fact that you fly to Thailand to FUCK CHILDREN or the fact that you 
FELONY BEAT THE THAI WIFE you purchased there or that you are constantly on-campus 
under the influence of drugs that turn your face orange? Or maybe it was that summer session u 
were paid to teach but you put the students on auto-pilot and left town for the entire summer to 
chase child-pussy in Thailand and Eastern Europe? Sooner or later there's gonna be a new power 
block and they gonna ax ur ass and run YOU out of school jut like you did to so many decent 
people over the decades. So get ready for the streets u EVIL prick. Kapeesh? 
 



Stanley G. Eakins. U STOLE THE LAST 10 YEARS OF MY CAREER, THE PHD I 
SPENT 7 YEARS IN SLAVERY AND ABUSE AND VICTIMIZATION TO GET, U 
STOLE MAYBE $2 MILLION OF MY PAYCHECKS AND 401K CONTRIBUTIONS – 
AND U THOUGHT YOU WOULD GET A PASS? YOU ARROGANT NUMBSKULL 
FUCK. Did u? U did bc u are a fuckin' moron. U are a criminal idiot KLAN-GOOBER fuck. And 
what is worse is you stole a decade of my joy in life, my purpose in life, to teach and help those 
students become better businesspeople and better citizens. And you stole that experience and 
benefit from all of them too. Bc you are too fuckin' stupid and corrupt to even understand what I 
was doing and what they were gaining. U justa ego-blown stupid prick. You have ur suck-up gophers 
forge records and u hunt up vulnerable students and pump them full of straight-up lies to tell so u 
can steal all that not just from me but from EIGHTEEN tenured faculty members of age. All of 
them fucked out of the last years of their careers well-earned by serving the institution for a lifetime. 
Then u ego-blown shit say 'what have you done for me lately' and stab them all and twist the knife 
like you some kind of righteous fuckin' Brutus. U do not see Deans at other schools do this to 
tenured faculty of age because they are smart enough to know if they do that shit then their school 
is blackballed. They are not moron power-crazed self-centered Klan goober idiot like u. U were 
not going to lose accreditation. NOBODY ever loses aacsb accreditation, not one school ever in 
history, you fuckin' idiot. And why did you commit to deliver amount & type of research for accredit 
renewal not realistically possible? Bc you a fuckin' idiot with an over-blown ego, "look at me 
Eakins-man I make school fly high close to the Sun." Dean Uhr never promised what could not and 
should not be delivered. He not stupid fuck like you. And why ur handpick to replace you Schwager 
dean leave so quick? BC he was just suckin' ur assjuice for 10 years to become a dean so he can leave 
ASAP and be dean somewhere else. Never wanted to be at ECU CoB, not for a heartbeat. Because 
ECU CoB leadership after Uhr evil and fucked-up. He wanna go to some OTHER CoB not 
fucked-up like this one. U see the next day after ur political cover VP Niswander vacated his office 
after being fired -- oh yeah he resigned, right -- the Provost comes round to fire ur ass as Dean -- oh 
yeah YOU resigned right? U fired bc of all your evil and incompetent and stupid shit. U an arrogant  
Shit4Brains. And you a do-nothing fuck too. U never write ur own paper. First three u coattail on 
your dissertation professor next three u coattail on ur pal best man from your wedding. Then no 
more papers forever all the decades after. Because u a dumbshit. Oh but wait u 'write textbooks.' U 
never do ur own textbook u pay students 2 do it. And u must be fuckin' proud to co-authored a 
textbook with Frederic S. Mishkin who was paid by banks to write a paper spewing the straight-up 
lie that Iceland's economy was rock-solid -- right before Iceland's economy imploded in the 2008 
financial meltdown. And u don't even teach ur own classes, because you hate dealing with honest 
students who won't get into dirty shit with you, so u make other professor do it. U justa arrogant-ass 
STUPID do-nothing that owned way too many fuckin' boats and cars. Your shadow hasn't seen the 
inside of a church in decades. BC your corrupt-ass would surely burst into flames if you ever walked 
in one. I know you won't mind that some of your other unionized administrators & deans AACSB 
club frat brothers pay the price for your own stupidity, discrimination, theft and crimes. 
WELCOME TO THE NEW WORLD YOU SHIT: WHEN STUPID & EVIL PEOPLE 
FUCK OVER & TYRANT OVER THE GOOD, THE GOOD WILL FUCK THEM 
BACK!!!! Kapeesh? 
 
Stan Eakins. Ha Ha! Fuck you yet again, you corrupt idiot Klan-goober LIZARD-BRAINED thief 
!!!! 
 
Chad Eakins. Your daddy Stanley is an idiot arrogant criminal tyrant. He used phony papers and 
lying administrators and students to force 18 senior faculty members, 60+ years old, to abandon 



their tenure, to abandon their financial plan for the last years of their professional career before 
retirement, perhaps $2 million dollars each of them it cost them, just so he could go shopping for 
new young faculty. Throw them out on the street, steal their golden years as professor, after they 
gave the University a lifetime of service, long before your slimy daddy ever became the Dean. 
Almost no university anywhere screws with the tenure of faculty if they have it, because what faculty 
worth-having would work where the Dean dicks-up the tenured faculty like that, so your dumbass 
daddy he put a damn good grapevine blackball on his own business school when he did it the 
dumb motherfucker. In North Carolina tenure is legally considered PROPERTY. So your criminal 
daddy stole $36 million. And your daddy is lazy, he does no real work. He does not teach his 
own classes, he uses fear & a wee pinch of money to make another faculty member teach his 
classes for him. He does not write his own textbook, he pays graduate students a pittance to write 
and maintain them for him. So again a liar and a thieving criminal. And he has never written an 
academic paper either. He has his name only on six papers, a puny embarrassing amount for a 
faculty member of so many years at a national-level university. Three of them were 'co-written' by 
the professor who steered and supervised his doctoral dissertation. In other words, your Daddy was 
told exactly what to do, exactly what to write by his boss, and for being a good little boy he got to 
put his name on the paper also. Then the other three were entirely written by his buddy-bud who 
was the best man at his wedding. That guy just added your daddy's name to his own papers as a 
personal favor. And all that was decades ago. Your daddy is a arrogant do-nothing, know-nothing 
ego-blown idiot blowhard. He only gets by on fear, force, leeching and thievery. That is why the 
Provost fired him as Dean and made him go back to being regular faculty. And most of the faculty 
still hate his fuckin' guts and wish that he would just go away. You must be so fucking proud. 
Kapeesh? 
 
Paul H. Schwager. Well there you are, just another unethical two-faced scumbag that politicked his 
totally worthless ass into an ego-filling Dean's job. When you applied to CoC, did you tell them that 
your career started with you getting run out of Appalachian State at Year 3 because the faculty there 
pegged you out-of-the-gate as a self-serving two-faced unethical scumbag? I bet not. When you 
applied to CoC did you tell them that way back in 2009 ECU Dean Niswander created for you the 
new position of Assistant Dean of "Assessment & Accreditation" the moment you got tenure … 
because you agreed to FORGE FIVE YEARS WORTH OF AACSB DOCUMENTATION 
that Niswander neglected to record while he was power-tripping as the new Dean? I bet not. And I 
bet you haven't told that to any of your clubby back-scratching pack of AACSB Deans either. When 
you applied, did you tell them that back in 2017, 2018 & 2019 you turned a blind eye while then 
ECU Dean Eakins was illegally forging documents and have administrators lie so he could 
VIOLATE THE TENURE OF EIGHTEEN SENIOR FACULTY MEMBERS AND KICK 
THEM ALL TO THE CURB? I am sure you didn't. Because there isn't faculty at any decent 
business school in America that would have someone as a Dean that was OK with mass violations 
of tenure. When you applied did you tell them you were just suckin' Eakins' assjuice, that you were 
hiswater-fetching errand boy for whatever dirty work he wanted done, so that you could become the 
ECU CoB Dean … so u could use it as a springboard to go be a Dean elsewhere, leave the history 
of all your amoral dirty work behind, start with a clean slate somewhere else, with the 
uncompromised power of the Deanship in your back-ass pocket?? I bet not. Don't doubt it, just 
cause you moved to Charleston, the stink of all that shit will never wash off you; word gets around 
in this business. Meanwhile you front all that scummy behavior … and your constant snarky & my-
shit-don't-stink attitude … while constantly virtue-signaling that you are a serious Christian, a man 
of God. Whatta a two-faced piece of WEASEL shit you really are. What a damn shame that all those 
high-IQ students at CoC are going to have their college and career-prep years formed & guided by 



someone as unintelligent and unethical as you. But the faculty there are smarter than ECU CoB 
faculty, smart enough to make your game. The CoC university faculty didn't have any trouble 
pushing George Benson out of his office. Alan Shao is a fuckin' smart dude, for one, he'll make your 
game easy. And so will a lot of others on faculty there; they will have no trouble smelling 
'WEASEL.' And so you gonna be backed-down to regular faculty again sooner than you think. You 
don't know it now but when you are on your deathbed and the lights are about to go out you will 
suddenly realize how empty your entire life really was being about nothing but your own self-
advancement and living with a total lack of ethics two-faced as a 'man of God.' And you'll be damn 
miserable. You'll be a damn incarnation of Granny Weatherall. And you damn well deserve it. 
Kapeesh? 
 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
As you can see from these few examples above, 99+% of higher education, once a most noble of 
endeavors, has morphed into an absolute corrupt scam, a massive sewer where average people with 
zero moral compass, amoral grifters, can pose themselves as expert professors and valuable 
administrators … and do little while collecting a lifetime shitload of salary and fat benefits with 
almost no chance of ever being fired. Liberal or conservative institution, public or private institution, 
they are no different, they are just two different teams, two different sides, playing the same 
self-serving dishonest unethical sport & rules. A game just as self-serving and corrupt as, these days, 
that can now be so plainly & publically seen in most other dysfunctional governmental bureaucracies 
or thieving greedy corporations.  
 
Faculty, staff, administrators, all care nothing about students or education, despite all their 'cover' 
claiming so loudly that they do. The ultimate attitude in universities about students is typically is 
"they paid their fees so they get their Bs." Almost 90% of all undergraduate students get either an A 
or a B in their classes … even though C is supposed to be the 'average' grade. So Mommy and 
Daddy and student can all peacock & strut that they got above-average grades … and look-up to the 
institution their entire lifetimes. So as to let it run wild unquestioned, maybe even donate it more 
money. But universities and colleges DO care about ATTRACTING ever more students so they can 
be milked for ever more tuition and for a supposed societal purpose … a purpose that can be used 
as excuse to eternally expand their self-serving cozy infrastructure, support and salaries. Why would 
a department chair/supervisor at a top 50 institution deserve a base pay of nearly $400,000/year? 
For what? For building a class schedule each semester and drafting a set of annual faculty 
performance reviews … mostly for faculty who are already guaranteed lifetime jobs by tenure? And 
that work coming with a reduced teaching load? 
 
And research? Almost all research, in all but the hard sciences at the top 100 or so institutions, is 
entirely worthless. If it actually contained any useful knowledge someone, anyone (besides other 
professors) would (try to) read it and use it. But no one does. The real purpose of research is to act 
as nothing more than a complex maze/game run using highly obscured rules by which faculty 
constantly strive to obtain the (supposed) highest quality and quantity of research -- no matter by 
what scummy methods they use to obtain it -- in order to establish their place in the 
pecking-order/hierarchy in the universe of other faculty in their field.  
 
Most faculty really are not that smart. In reality, most of them are merely average or slight 
above-average in intelligence. Higher education is NOT an abundance of intelligence, it is an 



abundance of EGOs, a bunch of average people all fighting each other, trying to bully themselves 
over each other or trying to find a way to skirt themselves through the system to lifetime job 
security. They sound smart to students because they have each memorized and mastered one or two 
textbooks & topics from which they talk & teach for an entire lifetime. Often by reading off 
PowerPoint slides somebody else created for them to read off of (since they usually don't know 
enough to be able to make the slides themselves). Any average person could do that. Accordingly a 
large percentage of faculty are mediocre instructors of material because they do not deeply 
comprehend it. Students often mistake this mediocrity for their own inability to comprehend the 
material. And faculty like it that way as it gives cover to their mediocrity … and enhances their 
ability to bully and control students.  
 
Faculty are often so mediocre because they are NOT hired on merit -- such as the ability to teach 
and/or actually create new useful knowledge. Rather, they are hired on 'the buddy system:' who you 
know, who you blow, not what you know. Hired on whether they will be a joy or a pain to work 
with for an entire lifetime just down the hallway from the rest of us. Hired on whether they were fun 
company at the cocktail parties at the academic conventions always held in lavish locations. Hired on 
whether they share the exact same perspective on the discipline or not … a faculty of professors 
who believe the world is flat will never hire a professor who believe the world is round, even though 
he is right and they are all stupid. Hired on whether they will 'go along,' 'turn a blind eye,' or actually 
sign-on-to, whatever corrupt and self-serving political bullshit scams are being run by the faculty 
group that is 'in power' … with the goal of expanding their power. 
 
Universities & colleges have become the ultimate grift. Advertising what they offer as a four-year, 
five-star vacation resort for undergraduates … instead of advertising what ought to be a demanding 
intellectual experience that improves students and society. Boasting a tax-free status … while raking 
in tons of tuition borrowed by naïve students who will never be able to pay it back, donations from 
brainwashed alumni as well as (in the case of private elite institutions) from well-intentioned but 
gullible people of wealth and (in the case of public institutions) a shit-load of taxpayer money. All of 
it used to endlessly and expand the cushy and grossly-overpaid power-bases and facilities of their 
mediocre faculties, staffs and administrators. 
 
Really it was just a ton of damn luck … and some help from some of the few decent people that 
were still left in academia … that I got as far as I did in my career being focused on optimizing 
outcomes for students. While still refusing to instead prioritize and pander to the deeply-ingrained 
corrupt buddy system, the endless ass-licking of dysfunctional administrator whim, and to sign-on to 
self-serving corrupt amoral empire-building faculty power-crews.  
 
Stop aspiring for your children to go to college, as if it were an accomplishment, a path to success, 
for it no longer is. Professors and staff will lie their asses off, promising their degrees will make your 
dreams and money come true, but it's all self-serving bullshit to increase student enrollment in their 
degree programs so their cushy jobs are secure, to maybe even hire some more of their buddies or to 
justify getting a brand-ass-new building with even nicer offices & facilities. 
 
Instead aspire for them to seek out more true pathways to success in life. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 



* * * * * * * * 
 
Oh, yeah, and there was one envelope for a Regional Claims Supervisor for GEICO Auto Insurance 
in Tucson, Arizona. Almost all the auto insurance companies are straight-up criminals, but GEICO 
is the worst of all of them. Don't ever buy a GEICO auto insurance policy. They will write anybody 
and give them the lowest rates. But when it comes time to file a claim …  GEICO DOESN'T PAY 
CLAIMS! Google it, endless complaints by claimants being fucked over, never being paid.  
 
If GEICO is being claimed for a total-loss vehicle, first the GEICO in-house adjuster will describe 
the totaled vehicle as 'average' or 'below-average' in condition – no matter what the actual condition 
of the vehicle actually is. In my case, the vehicle was in nearly excellent condition but the criminal 
adjuster wrote it as average. He wrote the dashboard was cracked and faded … when actually I had 
just installed a brand new dashboard at the dealership under goodwill warranty.  
 
But it gets MUCH worse. GEICO, and most of the other auto insurance companies, use an 'outside 
company' called CCC Information Services to intentionally undervalue every totaled vehicle to screw 
the claimants out of monay. CCC's business is to take care of their auto insurance customers. So 
instead of creating an honest valuation, it scrapes sales databases from as far as 500 miles away from 
the claimant to find some really shitty vehicles being sold at crap prices. Then uses those crap prices 
to pull down the average price, producing a low valuation … and a offer to the claimant that is 
about 20%-25% lower than the true market value of the totaled vehicle.  
 
These scumbag insurance companies have been doing this for years, stealing billions of dollars that 
should have been paid out to legit claimants. The auto insurance companies have faced class action 
lawsuits for pulling this shit … but their high-paid mouthpieces keep beating it in court. For now. 
 
And ya know what's even worse than THAT? The State Commissioners of Insurance in ALL of the 
50 states in America -- who are paid by OUR tax dollars to protect us from this shit and have the 
power to stop that shit -- they all know all about the CCC auto insurance scam. And NOT one of 
them has done anything about it … or even said anything about it. So you KNOW those State 
Commissioners are being bought-off by the auto insurance companies to look the other 
way.  
 
If you have a GEICO policy, dump it and get another company, because GEICO won't pay your 
claim. And if you are in an accident WITH a GEICO policy holder, get one of those 'injury' lawyer 
the same day and say your neck hurts because that is the only way you are going to get the fair total 
payment out of GEICO. 
 
Whatta massive screw job GEICO is. So, yeah, those fucks got an envelope too. 
 
 
Mr. Sidy Dieng. GEICO DOESN'T PAY CLAIMS!!!! I JUST PARKED MY WRECKED CAR 
BY A MAJOR INTERSECTION AND PUT A SIGN ON IT THAT SAYS JUST THAT !!! SO 
YOU WILL LOSE THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS !!!! FUCK YOU AND FUCK YOUR 
CRIMINAL ASSOCIATE PARTNER IN CRIME CCC INFORMATION SERVICES!!! YOU & 
CCC KNOWINGLY UNDERVALUE EVERY TOTAL LOSS YOU HAVE TO PAY !!! SO 
EVERY YEAR YOU SCREW TENS OF THOUSANDS OF AMERICANS OUT OF TENS OF 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS THAT YOU RIGHTOUSLY OWE THEM !!! YOU ARE BEATING 



THE CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS FOR THIS CCC SCAM SHIT FOR NOW BUT THE 
INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS IN THE LIBERAL STATES ARE GOING TO FUCK YOU 
OUT OF YOUR RATE INCREASES AND CONVICT YOU OF THIS SHIT !!! ROT IN HELL 
YOU DOG-SHIT CRIMINAL !!! 


